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ABSTRACT 
Let (a, ZS,p) denote a u-finite measure space, and L”(R, C,p) (1~ p <m) the 
usual Banach lattices of pth summable real-valued functions. Suppose, moreover, K is 
an integral operator whose nonnegative kernel k(., .) is (I; X Z&measurable on 
R x R and which maps Lr’(R, Z, ~1 into itself while possessing a compact iterate. 
We present necessary and sufficient conditions for the integral operator equation 
hf= Kf+ g to possess a nonnegative solution f E Lp(fi, C,p) whenever g is a 
given nontrivial and nonnegative element of Lr’(R, C, PI) and A is any given positive 
parameter. This analysis extends that by Victory [SIAM J. Algebraic Discrete Methods 
6:406-412 (1985)] for the matrix case. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let(R,Z,p)d t eno e a a-finite measure space, and LP(R, C, p),l< p < ~0, 
the usual Banach space of pth summable, real-valued functions. Moreover, 
let K be a kernel operator [lo, p. 2811 whose defining kernel kc., . ) is 
(E x XC)-measurable and nonnegative on R X Q and which moreover maps 
LP(R, 2, IL) into itself while possessing a compact iterate. This work contin- 
ues and extends the study by Victory in [ 131 concerning positive solvability of 
nonnegative matrix equations. In [I3], Victory provided necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for the matrix equation 
hr=Ax+b (1.1) 
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to possess a nonnegative solution x whenever b is a given nonnegative and 
nontrivial vector and A any positive parameter. This analysis extended a 
result by S. Friedland and H. Schneider [2], who considered nonnegative 
solvability of (1.1) h w en A := ]!AllsP, the spectral radius of the matrix A. The 
most noteworthy feature of the results obtained in [I31 is the presence of a 
Fredholm alternative condition involving only those positive eigenvalues of 
the matrix A associated with a nonnegative eigenvector. 
This work considers, in particular, nonnegative solvability of 
Af=Kf+ g, (1.2) 
with K satisfying the hypotheses imposed above, when g is any nonnegative 
element of Lp(Ct, Z, CL) and A > 0. Such conditional equations, with the 
assumptions on the integral operator K, do occur in some fields of engineer- 
ing and applied mathematics (e.g., radiative transfer, linear kinetic theory 
[6]), apart from being of some interest in their own right. Two classes of 
operators leading to the type of integral operators considered here are the 
major-king and cone absolutely summing operators mapping LP(R, C, ~1, 
1 < p < to, into itself [lo, p. 2441. It is well known [lo, pp. 282-2831 that such 
operators are compact kernel operators. 
We recall that the Riesz index of an eigenvalue A, IAl # 0, of an operator 
T is the smallest integer Y such that d’(AI-T)” = h’(AI-T)Y+l, where 
J’( *> denotes the null space. The subspace Jf/(AI -T)” is the algebraic 
eigenspace of T belonging to A, and, most importantly, its dimension will be 
finite [I4, pp. 330-3441 if T itself has a compact iterate. We say that a 
generalized eigenfunction (I, belonging to A has index r if, and only if, 
(AI - T)‘4 = 0, but (AI - T)r-l+ # 0. For any A # 0, v is well defined, and 
we denote its dependence on A by writing v(A). If, additionally, T is a 
positive operator, then a positive eigenvalue A > 0 is called a distinguished 
eigenvalue if there is a nonnegative eigenfunction associated with it. 
The analysis in [I31 was effected by exploiting the associated reduced 
graph structure of the Frobenius normal form of a nonnegative reducible 
matrix [3, p. 751. This enabled a graph-theoretic characterization of the 
distinguished eigenvalues to be provided. In order, then, to carry out the 
analysis in the LP-context, we must have at hand the appropriate generaliza- 
tion of a ckr.ss of states from the finite-dimensional or Markov chain setting 
(cf., e.g., [5, pp. 59-601 and [9]). Additionally, we must formulate the concept 
analogous to the notion of accessibility between states or classes. The 
extension of these graph-theoretic ideas to the integral operator setting here 
was initiated by Nelson in [7], and refined by Victory [ll, 121 in extending 
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the techniques by U. Rothblum [9] for the finite-dimensional case in his 
investigation of the structure of the algebraic eigenspace belonging to the 
spectral radius of K. In Section II, we shall summarize many of the salient 
ideas in obtaining a Frobenius decomposition of the integral operator K. 
At this juncture, we recall that a Banach space (E, 11. ]I> is a Banach lattice 
if there is a partial ordering “ < ” satisfying: (i) if x < y, z E E then x + z < 
y + z; (ii) if x Q y and a is a nonnegative scalar, ax =G ay; (iii) every pair of 
elements x, y E E has a supremum x V y and an infimum x A y; (iv) if 
[xl< lyl, then llx]l <<lyll, where I.rl= x++x-, x+:=x VO, x-:=(-r>VO. 
The lattice structure on each I?(fI, X:,/J), 1~ p <m, is given by the usual 
partial ordering, i.e., f < g if, and only if, f(x) < g(x) a.e. (~1. 
An interesting consequence of the lattice structure on ,!?(a, c,p>, 
1~ p < m, is the relationship of norm convergence and order convergence. In 
order to appreciate this connection, we let {f,), o E ti c 1w, be a directed 
family of elements of ~(a, Z, ~1 such that f,(x) < fP(x) a.e. (~1 if (Y 2 p. 
If, additionally, inf, f&r> = f( 1 x a.e. (p) for some f E Lp(fl, Z, IL), then we 
say f, J f. In general, however, a family of elements f, E Lp(R, X, ~1 is said 
to order-converge to f E LP(R, C, ~1 if there exist an associated family {g,}, 
g, E LP(% 2, PX (Y E JZ’ c R, satisfying g, JO and If(x)-- f,<x>l < g,(x) 
a.e. (CL) for every a. It is well known that the underlying norm II* lip is 
order-continuous whenever 1~ p <a, which fundamentally means that ev- 
ery order-convergent family is norm-convergent. The proof of this fundamen- 
tal result can be found in the treatise by C. Aliprantis and 0. Burkinshaw 
[l, p. 1781. The proof, not surprisingly, is a consequence of the well- 
known theorem due to B. Levi concerning increasing sequences of Lp- 
functions, used in conjunction with the Lebesgue monotone convergence 
theorem. 
This lattice structure on each LP(fi, Z,p), 1~ p <m, has profound 
implications for representing the conjugate adjoint K* to K. Since each of 
LP(Q 2, CL), 1~ p < m, possesses order-continuous norm, the respective du- 
als [P’(fi,C,l.~)]‘= L~(SZ,&P.), 1 <o <m, p-’ +qP1 = 1, coincide precisely 
with the order-continuaus duals to Lp(fl, I&p), since every continuous 
linear form on LP(R, 2, p) is a jbrtiori order-continuous [lo, pp. 89-901. We 
can therefore deduce that the adjoint of the nonnegative kernel operator K is 
itself a kernel operator, with kernel the nonnegative transposed kernel 
(x, y) + k(y, x) [15, pp. 248-2561. These observations are used in Section 
III, where we investigate the support structure of the adjoint algebraic 
eigenspaces to the distinguished eigenvalues of K. 
The nonnegative solvability of (1.2) is investigated in detail in Section 
III. We now turn to discussing the Frobenius decomposition of a reducible, 
nonnegative kernel operator K in terms of certain measurable subsets of R. 
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II. THE FROBENIUS DECOMPOSITION OF K 
In order to provide some perspective on the work in [7, 11, 121, extending 
the Frobenius structure of nonnegative reducible matrices to encompass 
reducible kernel operators on LP-spaces, we introduce the ideas of ideals 
and operator-invariant ideals of a Banach lattice E. Then we define the 
notions of reducibility and irreducibility of a general linear operator T 
defined on E in terms of these concepts. Subsequently, we discuss how 
ideals in Lp(Q 2, CL), 1~ p < 00, can be characterized in terms of measurable 
subsets of R, and finally point out how the irreducibility and reducibility of a 
kernel operator K in the Banach-lattice sense can be described in terms of 
the support features of the nonnegative (C X C)-measurable kernel k(x, y). 
DEFINITION 11.1. Let E be a Banach lattice, with E + := {x E E : x > 0) 
denoting the positive cone. Then: 
(i) a subset A c E is solid if Ix I< lyl and y E A imply x E A; 
(ii) a solid subspace is called an ideal; 
(iii) a principal ideal is an ideal generated by a single element x (i.e., 
the smallest ideal containing x) and denoted by E,; 
(iv) x > 0 is called a quasiinterior element if the closure of E, is E itself; 
(v) if T: E + E is linear, then a closed ideal 2 is a T-ideal (i.e., an 
operator-invariant ideal) if T 3 C 3; 
(vi) a T-ideal is maximal (minimaE) if it is maximal (minimal) with 
respect to set inclusion among all the T-ideals # E( # 0); 
(vii) T is termed irreducible if (0) is the only maximal T-ideal or, 
equivalently, E is the only minimal T-ideal. 
REMARK 1. In the finite-dimensional context, we see that a set of states 
(or components) produces a closed ideal, namely the subspace of all vectors 
which have support at most on the given set of states. If A is a nonnegative 
N X N matrix, we say that state i has access to state j (or state j has access 
from state i> if, for some nonnegative integer m, (Am)ji > 0. Two states i and 
j are said to communicate if they have access to each other. We can partition 
the set of states {l; . f, N} into equivalence classes of communicating states; 
such classes account for the irreducible diagonal blocks in the Frobenius 
normal form [3, p. 751. If a class J is fixed, the collection of all states or 
classes having access from every state in J produces an ideal invariant under 
the matrix A (indeed, the smallest A-ideal containing J). 
We next turn to discussing these concepts in an LP-setting. Suppose that 
C and D are measurable subsets of R. Then we say that C and D are 
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equivalent if the symmetric difference is ~-null, i.e., 
PcL(c\~)u(~\c)1 =o. (2.1) 
It is well known [lo, pp. 157-1581 that each such equivalence class of 
measurable subsets of CI, whose symmetric differences with each other are 
p-null, corresponds to a closed ideal of Lp(fi, X,/J), 1~ p -CCQ, and con- 
versely. Indeed, to any given measurable subset A C IR (and to its associated 
equivalence class of measurable subsets of C! described above) corresponds 
the closed ideal >A of functions in Lp(Q&p) essentially zero on CI\A. 
Moreover, any closed ideal of LP(R, Z, ~1 can be represented in this manner 
for some measurable subset A c Sz. Therefore, an equivalence class of 
measurable subsets of Ct, whose members have their symmetric differences 
p-null, corresponds to a collection of states in the finite-dimensional context. 
With the correspondence between (equivalence classes 00 measurable 
subsets of R and closed ideals of L”(R, Z, CL) whenever p E [l,m), we can 
characterize the irreducibility or reducibility of K in terms of the behavior of 
k(x, y) on R X R. If A is an arbitrary measurable subset of fi, then we say 
that B c A k-reduces A if F(A\ B) > 0, /_L( 23) > 0, and 
// k(x,y) dcL(y) 4-4x) =O, A, Bo 
(2.2) 
for A, and B, measurable subsets of A\B and B respectively. The set A is 
termed k-reducible or k-irreducible according to whether there exists a set B 
of positive measure which k-reduces A or not. A little thought convinces one 
that the reducibility or irreducibility of the operator K on ideals of 
LPN, c, P), p E [l,~), is characterized respectively by the k-reducibility or 
k-irreducibility of the corresponding (equivalence class of) measurable sub- 
sets of R (cf., e.g., [lo, p. 3371). 
With such a characterization of ideals in Lp(O, C,p), p E [l,m), and of 
the reducibility of irreducibility of a nonnegative kernel operator K, we 
define a k-component as an equivalence class of measurable subsets of fl 
which are maximal, up to p-null sets, relative to the property of being 
k-irreducible. If A c R is measurable, then we denote by PA the projection of 
Lp(fIR, c,~), 1~ p <a, onto the ideal of functions essentially zero [i.e., 
a.e. (p)] outside A along the ideal of functions essentially zero on A. With the 
definition of the projection PA for A any measurable subset of CI, we can say 
that B c A k-reduces A if equivalently PA,BKPB = 0, when 1 Q p < ~0. Be- 
cause K itself possesses a compact iterate, and PAWA < K [i.e., if f(x) 2 0 
a.e. (EL) then PAKPAf < Kf], then a very elegant result by Aliprantis and 
Burkinshaw [l, pp. 277-2781 shows that PAKPA possesses a compact iterate, 
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and this iterate or power is independent of the set A. We define p(A) := 
IIP,KP,It,,, where ImllSi, denotes the spectral radius of an operator T. 
The spectral radius of a k-component ?I is the spectral radius of any 
PAKPA, where A is any representative. Research by de Pagter [8] shows that 
the spectral radius of PAKPA is positive for any irreducible A c fl if the 
dimension of LY(A,c,p) is greater than one. In general, however, we call 
those k-components with positive spectral radius signi$cant k-components. 
We see that significant k-components constitute a generalization of classes of 
states in the matrix setting. For A any representative of the significant 
k-component ?I, we also see that PAKPA corresponds to an irreducible 
diagonal block in the Frobenius decomposition of a nonnegative reducible 
matrix A. A significant k-component ‘8 is termed, for brevity, a basic 
component if p(H) = p(A) = llKllSr,, where A is any representative of 8. 
The existence of significant k-components was first shown by Nelson in 
[7] under the hypothesis that K possesses a positive spectral radius. The 
arguments in [7] were measure-theoretic in nature, but we remark that 
existence of such (equivalence classes of) sets can be deduced by the 
Banach-lattice arguments of Jang and Victory in [4]. The methods in this 
work also show that the number of significant k-components is at most 
countably infinite, under the compactness assumptions on the operator K. 
We next turn to characterizing operator-invariant ideals of LP(fi, Z, ~1 in 
a set-theoretic manner. We shall call a measurable subset C of R k-closed if 
C k-reduces R. This means that the ideal of hmctions in Lp(fi, X,/L), 
consisting of functions essentially zero on fi\C, will be invariant under K. 
For any arbitrary measurable set C, we define the k-closure C_ of C as the 
set 
C_:= fi K”C, (2.3) 
n=O 
where 
K°C := C, 
KC:=(x~fl:p[C(x)] >O}, 
c(x):={yEc:k(x,y)>O), 
Kj+‘C := K(K’C). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
This generates in a natural manner the smallest K-ideal in Lp(02, X,/L), 
p E [l, m), containing functions having support at most C. In order to see this, 
let 8_ denote the smallest K-ideal containing functions essentially zero on 
a\ C. Then &_ will contain functions with support at most K”C for any n, 
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as 8_ is invariant under K. So, if f E LP(fi, &IL), with support the 
measurable subset C, then K”f E 8_ for any n, and we can represent 
&_=(fELP(fi,X,,):f=Oa.e. (CL) on n\C_). (2.8) 
The concept of k-closure of a measurable set C corresponds in finite 
dimensions to the set of all states (or classes) having access from a given class 
J (Remark 1). 
In a similar vein, we say that a measurable set C is k*-closed if fi\C 
k-reduces R. The k*-cZosure of a measurable set C, denoted as C-, is given 
by 
C-z= fi (K*)“C, (2.9) 
n=O 
where 
(K*)aC := C, (2.10) 
K*C:={y~fi:~[C*(y)] >O}, (2.11) 
c*(y):={xEC:k(x,y)>O}, (2.12) 
(K*)j+‘C:= K*[(K*)‘C]. (2.13) 
An argument similar to that of the preceding paragraph shows that 
%-:={fELq(fl,,2,~):f=Oa.e.(~)onfl\C-}, (2.14) 
with p-i + q-i = 1, is the smallest K*-ideal containing functions in 
LQ(R, 2, CL) with support at most C. We see that the k*-closure of a set C 
corresponds in finite dimensions to the collection of states having access to a 
given class J. This collection of states produces the smallest AT’-ideal 
containing J, where Tr denotes transpose. 
At this point, we wish to stress that our usage of the terms k-closed and 
k*-closed, is opposite to that in [7, 11, 121. We shall, however, adhere to the 
definitions given in the preceding paragraphs because of the type of opera- 
tor-invariant ideals generated. 
In analogy to the accessibility relation between classes in the finite- 
dimensional context as described in Remarks 1, we can define the accessibil- 
ity of measurable sets to each other. More precisely, we have 
DEFINITION 11.2. A measurable subset I? has access from a measurable 
subset A if B has a nontrivial intersection with A_ of positive p-measure; 
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similarly, B has access to A if A has a nontrivial intersection with B_ of 
positive p-measure. 
REMARK 2. A little thought convinces one that if the subset A c R is 
irreducible and if p.(A n B_ ) > 0 for some set B, then A c B_ (since 
otherwise A I? B_ would k-reduce A). 
We are able to define a partial ordering [7, 121 on the family of significant 
k-components by the relation “ < “, in which %?l < EJ if A- is essentially 
contained in B-, where A anKd B are any t\Y”* representatives of the 
equivalence classes Yl and EJ respectively. In a similar manner, we are able 
to define a partial ordering “ < ” in which ‘3 < %3 if B_ is essentially 
K K 
contained in A_. In terms of the Banach-lattice concepts of operator- 
invariant ideals, we see that %?l < % if and only if the K*-ideal J& is 
K* 
contained in the K*-ideal @‘-, where JX?~ and @‘- are defined as in (2.14) 
above. Similarly, ‘u < %3 if and only if the K-ideal M contains the K-ideal 
@_, where & an: @_ are defined as in (2.8). 
Let C be a measurable subset of R. Then a measurable subset J c C is 
said to be an initial or minimal set of C if no other subset of C, essentially 
disjoint from J, has access to J. Similarly, we say that J is a final or maximal 
subset of c if no other subset of C, essentially disjoint from J, has access 
from J. 
Let C be a k-closed subset of s1, and let J be a representative of the 
significant k-component 3, which is contained in C. We say that 3 is 
minimal with respect to ,< among the sign&ant k-components with repre- 
sentatives essentially conLed in C if J itself is an initial or minimal set of 
C. Next, suppose that C is a k*-closed subset of a. As in Remark 2, we can 
deduce that if a subset A c fi is irreducible and if A intersects C in a set of 
positive measure, then A is essentially contained in C. Let Z be a represen- 
tative of a significant k-component 3 which is essentially contained in the 
k*-closed set C. We say that 3 is maximal with respect to SZ~ among the 
significant k-components essentially contained in C if Z itself is a final or 
maximal subset of C. 
With the notion of accessibility between measurable subsets of R in 
Definition 11.2, we may introduce the idea of a chain of subsets of R. 
DEFINITION 11.3. A chain of measurable subsets of R is a collection of 
measurable subsets such that every subset in the collection has access to, or 
from, every other subset in the collection. We say that a measurable subset J 
in such a chain is initial (minimal) if no other measurable subset in the given 
chain has access to J. Similarly, we say that a measurable subset K is a jnal 
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(maximal) subset of the chain if no other measurable subset in the chain has 
access from K. A chain of measurable subsets with initial (minimal) set J and 
final (maximal) set K is a chain from J to K. The length of a chain is the 
number of basic component representative contained in the chain. In gen- 
eral, the set J is said to have access to the set K (from the set K) in n steps 
if the length of the longest chain from J to K (from K to J> is n. 
DEFINITION 11.4. Let 3 z* !3 or 3 < R. The significant k-component 3 
has access to the significant k-compone% R in n steps if the length of the 
longest chain from J to K is n, where ] and K are any representatives of 3 
and R respectively. 
At this juncture, we are able to extend the idea of height and depth of a 
class of states in finite dimensions [9, p. 2841 to significant k-components in 
the analysis here. 
DEFINITION 11.5. The height of a significant k-component 3 is the 
length of the longest chain in which J is final, where J is any representative 
of 3. The depth of a significant k-component R is the length of the longest 
chain in which K is initial, where K is any representative of $7. 
We refer the reader to a discussion in Sections II.A, II.B, and 1I.C of [I21 
which shows the concepts of length, height, and depth of a significant 
k-component are well-defined. In particular, a characterization of these 
concepts is provided in terms of a Hasse graph of basic components involved, 
induced naturally by the partial ordering “ < ” or “ < ” employed. 
Let us enumerate the significant k-compEnents afirUi : i > 1). Define now 
mO as the equivalence class consisting of complements of unions of all the 
significant k-component representatives. Such a class is well defined, since 
the countable union of sets of measure zero is itself a set of measure zero. 
The discussion in [ll, p. 4261 shows that whenever R, is a representative set 
of mO, then P,,KPa and PnoK*P, 
class %3, correspondsO to the states 
is quasi-nilpotent. The equivalence 
iielding the 1 x 1 null blocks in the 
Frobenius normal form of a reducible matrix. 
In the following sections, we denote by ‘?I- (%?I:) the equivalence class 
of measurable subsets of K! whose symmetric difference with Ai- (A; 1, is a 
p-null set, where 21i is a significant k-component with Ai a representative. 
With the characterization of reducibility of K in the set-theoretic sense in 
(2.2), the decomposition of K in terms of significant k-components and 
quasi-nilpotent components corresponds to a lower triangular Frobenius 
normal form of a matrix A. 
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III. ADJOINT EIGENSPACES TO DISTINGUISHED 
EIGENVALUES OF K 
In this section, we extend the finite-dimensional techniques for analyzing 
the adjoint algebraic eigenspaces to distinguished eigenvalues of a given 
nonnegative matrix A to the LP-setting. This is carried out by using the 
Frobenius decomposition of the operator K described in the preceding 
section in set-theoretic terms. We are motivated by the results in [I31 which 
point out the role played by the distinguished eigenvalues of A in characteriz- 
ing nonnegative solvability of (1.1) and we turn to discussing nonnegative 
solvability of (1.2) in L?fi,Z,p), p E&m). 
The role of the significant k-components in determining whether a 
positive eigenvalue is distinguished is made clear by the next result: 
PROPOSITION 111.1. Let {ai : i = 1,2,3; * -, N(h,)) be the signi$cant k- 
components for which PA,KPA, has A, as an eigenvalue, where Ai is a 
representative of ai. Then A,, itself is a distinguished eigenvalue of K if, 
and only if, there is an ‘21i,, p(‘?I,,)= A,, such that 
Ai,_\Ai,,C IJ (Ai:~io~fli)‘Jfi,, 
p@l,) < A, 
(3.1) 
where Ai,, Ai, and 0, are representatives of ai,, 21i, and a0 respectively. 
The proof of Proposition III.1 can be found in Section III of [ll] and is 
carried out by employing a straightforward adaptation of the finite-dimen- 
sional arguments in Section 2 of [I3]. The proof yields the result that the 
significant k-components with eigenvalue A, are minimal, with respect to < , 
among all the significant k-components with representatives in the supp% 
of any nonnegative eigenfimction to A,, and possess the accessibility features 
depicted in Proposition 111.1. 
We next proceed to provide some insight into the analytic properties of 
the adjoint algebraic eigenspace to a distinguished eigenvalue A, of K. Our 
strategy consists of the following steps: 
Step A. Investigating the structure of the adjoint algebraic eigenspace to 
]IKIISr,. In particular, this requires constructing a set of basis elements in the 
manner of Section III of [I21 and examining their positivity. 
Step B. Investigating the support structure of the adjoint algebraic 
eigenspace to any distinguished eigenvalue A, of K by using the methods in 
step A. 
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It is appropriate to comment at this point that the adjoint algebraic 
eigenspace to IIK II sp is not necessarily spanned by a set of nonnegative basis 
vectors as in the case for finite dimensions. The analysis will indicate that 
this is due to the fact that, in general U-spaces, p E [ 1, Q)), the positive cone 
does not possess a topological interior. However, the adjoint eigenelements 
will be seen to possess strict positivity on certain subsets of R, and will lie 
arbitrarily near the positive cone in a sense to be made precise. Accordingly, 
we shall provide a few details of our constructive procedure to generate the 
adjoint eigenelements to IIK]&,. 
111.1. The Adjoint Algebraic Eigenspace to llKllsp 
The first task at hand is to establish the following result concerning the 
geometric eigenspace of K* belonging to IlKlIsp: 
PROPOSITION 111.2. Let r := {‘iY, : 1~ 1 Q N) be the family of basic com- 
ponents, and r,* be the subfamily of r with the following property: 
r;c:={~,:l~l~r,,(~;\~,)nr=0), (3.21 
where the notation (8; \ ‘%t) n r indicates those particular elements of r 
whose representatives are contained in A, \ A,, with A, and A; representa- 
tives of the equivalence classes ‘2, and ?I; respectively. Then each 9, E I’: 
will be associated with a nonnegative eigenfunction to K* belonging to IlKlIsp 
which is, moreover, totally positive on A; a.e. (~1. The collection of such 
eigenelements constitutes a basis of the geometric eigenspace of K* belonging 
to IlKlIsP. 
The proof of this result follows that of Proposition 3 of [12, p. 4931, but we 
summarize the flow of the discussion. We pick A, to be a representative of 
the significant k-component ‘?Il, and consider determining the eigenelement 
ft* on A, and on A; \ A,. The bulk of the analysis concerns the positivity of 
f;” on representatives of significant k-components contained in A; \ A, and 
on quasi-nilpotent subsets of R,, a representative of !B3,. The positivity of 
fI* on the quasi-nilpotent subsets of Q, follows from precisely the same 
arguments in [12, pp. 515-5161. We now turn to discussing the positivity of 
ft* on representatives B of significant k-components ‘B contained essentially 
in A;. 
The positivity of Pafl* is due to the fact that this quantity can be shown 
to satisfy a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, with operator 
PBK*PB or an iterate thereof. For those significant k-component representa- 
tives B satisfying p(B n K*A,) > 0, the integral equation can be expressed 
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with operator P,K*P, and kernel k(x, y), x E B, y E B. Then a Neumann 
series representation of PBfi*, used in conjunction with the k-irreducibility 
of B, shows that P,fl* > 0 a.e. (p) on B. 
The proof of positivity of PBfi, for the case when p(B n(K*ImoAl) > 0, 
m, > 1, is more tedious. But we can deduce that in this case also P,fl* is the 
solution of an inhomogeneous integral equation, with an iterate of PnK*Pn, 
which is the adjoint of an irreducible operator and defined in terms of an 
iterated kernel. The same type of Neumann series representation of PB f;“, 
together with the k-irreducibility of B, indicates that PB fi* > 0 a.e. (~1 on B. 
This eigenelement f;” turns out to be a quasiinterior element of dl- 
whenever 1 < 4 <m. This is the desired result in any generalization of this 
work and [12] to the setting of Banach lattices with order-continuous norm 
[4]. But f; is not necessarily a quasiinterior element of J& when q =m. 
We can only assert that f:(x) > 0 a.e. (~1, as irreducibility of a kernel 
operator in L” is not characterized by the discussion following (2.2). 
We now describe the adjoint algebraic eigenspace belonging to ]]K]lSp. 
Our main result is: 
THEOREM 111.1. Let K be a nonnegative, linear integral operator on 
LP(R, Z, ~1, p E [l, ~1, with spectral radius IlKlIsp > 0. Let v,, be the Riesz 
index of IIKllsP. Suppose r := (‘?I, : 1~ 1~ N} is the family of basic compo- 
nents partitioned in the following manner: 
(fl;\2l,)nrnr,* z0}, 
(3.3) 
(8;\2I,)nrnr$_,z0 . 
1 
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Then: 
(1) A bask far 
of N eigenelements 
the algebraic eigenspace of K* belonging to ]]K ]lSp consists 
*1>*2>...>*N such that J,!~ is positive on A]:, where Aj is 
any representative of 21j, 1~ j < N, with the possible exception of sets Ej, 
p(Ej) < l j, Ed arbitrarily given. 
(2) The Riesz index vO of ]]K]lsp is precisely m. 
Proof. We shall provide the details only of the construction used to 
obtain a basis, similar to that used by U. G. Rothblum [9] for the matrix case. 
The purpose is to show clearly how the sets Ej arise, 1~ j < N, and to 
indicate the parts of the proof needed to treat the other distinguished 
eigenvalues of K. The analysis presented here will be used in a crucial 
manner in the proof of our main result in Section IV. 
Consider, now, a basic component ‘BiO E r. It behooves us to show that: 
(i) there is a Gio such that for some integer k(i,l> 0, (K* - ((K]/,,I)~(“$/J’o = 
0, and (ii) Par,Qio > 0 a.e. (~1 on B except possibly on a set of arbitrarily small 
measure if and only if B has access to A,,, a representative of %?IiO. 
Let n-(ia) be the height of ai,, and T*(i,) be the subfamily of r 
consisting of basic components with representatives essentially contained in 
A;. In order to determine precisely the index of PA7K*PA- for ]]K]lSp, we 
partition the basic components in r*(i,) in the follo&ng mkner: 
q(i,) := {a,, I = 1,2;. . ,rI(iO):(~~\\~)nr*(io)=O}, 
r,*(i,):={%,, rl(iO)+l<Z,<r2(i,):(~;\Bl)n~*(i,)cT~(i,)}, 
r,*(i,):=(~l,r2(i,)+l~Z~r,(i,):(8;\~Il)nr*(i,) 
(3.4) 
rZ*-(i,)-l(iO) ‘= 
i 
‘2x,, ~m-~i,~-2(~o) + 1 G 1 Q r,-cioj-l( i,) : 
m-h,)-2 
c U r;.*(i,),(~~\~l)nr*(i,)nr,*--,i,,-2(i,)Z0 . 
j=l 1 
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Now {‘?IiO} = rz-CiO)(i,). This equality is due to the fact that Ai is maximal 
in Ai, (cf., e.g., the discussion preceding Definition 11.3). 
In order to construct our eigenelement $‘o, it will be necessary to 
partition Ai, into those measurable subsets which have access to Ai in one 
step, those which have access to Ai in two steps, etc. We let 
Aj( i,) = U (Al : A, has access to Ai in j steps} U TjTi,, (3.5) 
where A, represents the significant k-component VI,, and TjTi, denotes the 
subset of Ai, n R, having the same accessibility to Ai as representatives of 
the significant k-components do. We recall that the set R, is a representa- 
tive of LB0 defined in the concluding paragraphs of Section II, and 
IIPR,KPSl,llsp = 0. Note here that representatives of basic components in 
r,*(i,) forming the initial sets of a chain of length m-(i,)- j + 1 with final 
set Ai will be in Am-Cioj_j+ ,(i,) and be the only maximal sets there. This 
partitioning of Ai, is unique up to sets of p-measure zero. We define 
A&,) = 0. 
On A;, we show that m-(i,) is the smallest of the integers 1 for which 
(K* - IIKlI,,I)‘@’ = 0, and we carry out our construction in an inductive 
manner: first on those sets constituting A,(i,>, then on those sets constituting 
A,(i,>U A,(i,), etc. From the maximality of the subset Ai in A,(i,J, we see 
that IlKlIsp is a simple eigenvalue to P~lCiojK*P~lCioj, and the proof of 
Proposition III.2 assures us that there exists a unique normalized h,(x) > 0 
a.e. (p) on Ai such that 
/ k(y>x)h,(c/) 44~) = IIKllsiAW x E Ai( (3.6) AI 
In general, we let Ti(i,) := lJ i= I A&i,), and we define the associated 
operators 
(3.7) 
it: := PAi(io)(K* - IIKIIspI)P~i(io) ( w 
for i, 1 <i < m-(i,). Assume at this point that we have constructed an 
element hi(x) for which (RT)‘h, = 0 such that hi has support on Ti(i,) and 
is positive except on sets Bj, Bj C Ai( 1 <j < i, with /.dBj) < Ej* Ej 
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arbitrarily given. We proceed to construct hi+ 1 with similar properties on 
Ti+ &). 
Toward this end, we note that RT, 1 f = g, with the support of f and g in 
Ti+ ,(i,), can be decomposed into two equations 
RX(4 = gdx>, x~Ti(i,), (3.9) 
Q:f,(x) +g:+d-i(r) = &z(x), x l Ai+l(io)p (3.10) 
where fi = PTdciO,f and fs := Pa,+lciOjf, with g, and g, being given in a 
similar manner. The operator QT is defined by 
Q? := P’i+l(io)K*PTi(io). (3.11) 
In order, then, to deduce the existence of hi + 1 such that 
(RT+l)‘+lhi+, = 0 (3.12) 
on I):+,(@, we let hi = PriCi,jri+i, Qi+i := PAi+lo,jri+l; thus (3.12) yields 
the following equation for Gi+ i: 
(K:+l)‘+lq+l  i (KT,J’Q’(RT)‘-‘~, = 0 (3.13) 
I=1 
(with the summation beginning at 2 = 1 because of the induction hypothesis 
on RT). The argument summarizing the proof to Proposition III.2 enable us 
to conclude the existence of an eigenfunction @,e+i to PAi+lcioJK*PAi+lcioj 
belonging to llKllsp and positive a.e. (~1 on Aj+l(i,). This is due to the 
arrangement of basic component representatives as maximal sets in Ai+ ,(i,). 
Since P~i+l(io~K*P~r+,(io) has llKIl,p as an eigenvalue with Riesz index 
unity, the range of KF+ i is precisely the range of (ET+‘,,)‘, j > 1, and (3.13) is 
solvable for a real Qi + i. For any scalar (Y, we see that a@,?+, + Qi+ 1 solves 
(3.13). With .si+r arbitrarily given, we may choose CY large enough to insure 
that a (normalized) &i”,, + ai+i is nonpositive on a subset Bi+l cAi+r(i,) 
with p-measure less than l i+ r. 
By construction, our eigenfunction ei$r) := hm-Cioj(~), x E A;, will sat- 
isfy 
(K* - llKl(SpI)m-oo)~i” = 0. (3.14) 
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The presence of the sets Ei+ I ahove, where nonpositivity is present on 
Ai+i(iO), is a consequence of the fact that in general LP(R, C,pcL) spaces, 
14 p <m, the positive cone does not possess a topological interior. For the 
space L”(R, C,p), the presence of these sets is due to the fact that a:+, is 
not necessarily a quasiinterior element of Lm(Ai+i(iO), X,/L), but is only 
positive a.e. (p) on Ai+i(iO). By reasoning similar to that concerning the 
algebraic eigenspace to K [12, pp. 496-4971, we can show that the eigenele- 
ments {+‘o, 1 < i, < N} constitute a basis for the algebraic eigenspace to K* 
belonging to ]IK]lsr,. 
In order to deduce that the Riesz index of l]Kllsp is precisely m, the 
construction of each I,!J~Q, 1~ i, < N, enables us to show 
PB(K* - IIK1lspI)lJI’o = 0, Z=k,k+l;.., B c Ak( i,), (3.15) 
but 
P,(K* - IIKIl,,I)k ?,bio > 0 a.e. (CL) on B, BcA,(i,). (3.16) 
The proof of these results will follow from an analysis symmetric to that in 
[12, pp. 497-5011 add ressing similar properties of the basis eigenelements of 
the algebraic eigenspace to K. These properties are utilized in a critical 
manner in the proof of our main result concerning nonnegative solvability of 
(1.2). We refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 1 of [12] for the 
techniques and methods to complete the proof of Theorem 111.1. n 
111.2. The Adjoint Eigenspace to a Distinguished Eigenvalue A, 
We now let A, > 0 be a distinguished eigenvalue of K; the eventual 
compactness of K [7, p. 717; 4, Proposition III.21 assures us that there are at 
most finitely many significant k-components having an eigenvalue greater 
than or equal to A,. We define 
r( A,,) := (21i :1 =G i < N( A,,)) (3.17) 
as the collection of all significant k-components having A, as an eigenvalue. 
These will be referred to as A,-components. 
The A,-length of a chain is the number of representatives of A,-compo- 
nents in the chain. In general, the significant k-component 3 has access to 
the significant k-component Q in n A,-steps if the longest chain from J to K 
has A,-length n, with J any representative of 3, and K any representative 
of !@. The A,-height of a significant k-component ?I is the ho-length of the 
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longest chain in which A is final, where A represents 2l. Similarly the 
&-depth of a significant k-component ‘8 is the ha-length of the longest chain 
in which A is initial, where A is any representative of ‘?I. 
We choose ‘?Iio E r(A,,) and let Aio be a representative of aio. In order 
to construct a generalized eigenfunction to K* belonging to A,,, it is neces- 
sary to partition Ai, into those measurable subsets which have access to Aio 
in one A,-step, those which have access to Aio in two ha-steps, etc. We let 
A;+“) = U (A,:A, h as access to Aiu j A,-steps) U rjTi,, 
1 
I<j<m;&)), (3.18) 
where m,(i,) is the ho-height of 21io, with A, representing the significant 
k-component PII, and ‘YPjTii, denoting the subset of Ai, n fl,, having the same 
A,-accessibility to Aio as representatives of the significant k-components do. 
We let &:(A,) be the subfamily of r(A,) whose representatives are 
essentially contained in A;. We partition Fiz(A,) as follows: 
Note that Bio E rz;oCioj(Ao) and A i. is maximal in A<; hence 
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rmTo(&,,) = {fliJ. Note that representatives of A,-components in q*(i,) 
forming the initial sets of a chain of &,-length mio(ia)- j + 1 with final set 
Aio will lie in A,,,Log(ioj_j+l (i,) and be the only maximal sets there. The 
partitioning of Ai, is unique up to sets of p-measure zero. We define 
A&,) := 0. 
The following theorem characterizes the algebraic eigenspace of K* 
belonging to an arbitrary distinguished eigenvalue A, of K, and is a straight- 
forward generalization of Theorem 111.1. 
THEOREM 111.2. Let A, > 0 be a distinguished eigenvalue of K, and 
r( A,) = (2Ii : 1~ i < N(A,)) be the collection of all A,-components. Then: 
(1) A basis for the algebr sic eigenspace of K* associated with A, can be 
chosen to consist of generalized eigenfunctions {$;oSAo : 1~ i, < N(AJ, 1 d I < 
k(i,)), where each $i 0 ,* 0 is rumzero at most on A;, where Aio if a representa- 
tive of ‘?li,, 9IiO E r(A,), fat- all 1~ 1 < k(i,). Moreover, PA. $;o~“o is any one 
of the k(i,) linearly independent generalized eigenfunctio%s of 
belonging to A, with Riesz index m,(iJ, fm all 1~ 1~ k(iJ. 
PAioK*PA 
‘0 
(2) The Riesz index of A, as an eigenvalue of K* can be estimated by 
4Ao) G ~_ :%A ) [ml(&) + m2Cic1) + . . * + m,;O&iO)] 7 (3.20) 
10 0 
where each mi(io) is the maximum of the Riesz indices of A,, as an eigenvalue 
of PA K*P,,, where A, is a representative of the A,-component aI,, ?Ir E 
A$J<i,,). 
REMARK 3. For any arbitrary eigenvalue Ai of K (or K*) Theorem III.2 
will be true if we employ the same type of partitioning and accessibility 
relations as defined in this subsection for the distinguished eigenvalues. The 
essential feature used in such a generalization is that, for any eigenvalue Ai, 
there are a finite number of significant k-components having eigenvalues 
whose moduli are at least that of Ai. This is a consequence of the eventual 
compactness of K. 
IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF NONNEGATIVE SOLVABILITY 
We now present our main result concerning nonnegative solvability of 
(1.2). The flow of the argument parallels that of the principal result in [13, 
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pp. 40%MO], but is more complicated, owing mainly to subsets of R where 
nonpositivity of adjoint algebraic eigenelements to llKllsp is present. 
THEOREM IV.l. Let K be a reducible, nonnegative integral operator 
mapping LP(R, I& /.L) into itself, p E [l, m), having a compact iterate. More- 
over, suppose that the spectral radius llKllsp of K is positive. Consider the 
linear integral operator equation of the form 
Af=Kf+ g, (4.1) 
where h > 0 and 0 Q g E Lp( 0, 2, IL). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) Equation (4.1) has a nonnegative solution f E Lr(fi, x, ~1. 
(2) No representative of a significant k-component 2I with spectral radius 
p( ?I) 2 A has access from supp g. 
(3) For any h* in the algebraic eigenspace of K* associated with only the 
distinguished eigenvalues hi of K such that Ai > A, we have 
/ 
h*(x)g(x)dp(r) =O. 
R 
(4.2) 
(4) lim ,+mCjm_,,A-iKjg exists in Lr(Qc,t~). 
(5) limj em (K/A)jg = 0 in Lp(fi, X,/A) and a.e. (p). 
Furthermore, if (4) holds and iff:= lim,,,~,“=,A-j-‘Kjg, then 
SUPPf =(suPPg)-. (4.3) 
Proof. We shall show (1) * (2) * (4) a(l), (4) * (5) * (2), and (2) * 
(3). The difficult portion of the proof is devoted to showing the equivalence 
of the alternative condition (3) to the other conditions in the statement of the 
theorem. 
(1) * (2): It is easy to show that if (4.1) possesses a nonnegative solution, 
the associated Neumann series converges. The partial sums are dominated 
a.e. (p) by the nonnegative solution itself residing in Lp(fl, X, p), and the 
sequence of partial sums can be easily shown to converge in norm as well as 
monotonically a.e. (p) [l, p. 1781. We shall use a contrapositive argument in 
showing this portion of the proof. 
Toward this end, let 2t be a significant k-component having spectral 
radius greater than or equal to A, whose representative A has access from 
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supp g := 9(g). BY hypothesis, 
/-dA-‘Tg)L]>Q> (4.4) 
and thus, for some n, we can eventually conclude that 
/_L[ A n 9(K”g)] > 0. 
We need only to show the divergence of 
for which it suffices to prove the divergence of 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
since 
0 < (P,KP,)(K”g) < K(K”g). (4.8) 
If, indeed, C~,=,A-‘“-‘(P,KP,)“‘(K”g) were convergent, then this series 
would perforce be a nonnegative solution of the following inhomogeneous 
integral equation defined for f E L”(A, 2, p): 
Af= (Pz+KPAf+P,(K”g). (4.9) 
Let I+!I* be the fundamental eigenfunction to (PAKPA)* associated with 
p(a). The equation (4.9) does not have a nonnegative and nontrivial solution 
at all, since 
/ (K”g)(r)+*(x) &-4x) > 0, A 
(4.10) 
as p(A n /(K”g)) > 0 and $* > 0 a.e. (~1 on A, since it is identified with a 
strictly positive linear form on LP(A, 2,~) [lo, p. 1891. So the series 
X”,=,A-“(P,KP,)“(K”g) diverges, and hence C”,=,A-“K”(K”g) does also. 
Therefore (4.1) does not possess a nonnegative solution. 
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(2) * (4): Let A := (supp g)_, and define S, to be the subspace of 
I?( fi, 2, CL) consisting of all functions which have support at most A. Then 
SA is a K-ideal of LP(R, Z, IL), and we let K, := PAKPA. From (2) we have 
that llK,,llsp < A. Thus (I- A-‘K,)-’ can be represented by a Neumann 
series. So lim, em Cjm_aA -j- ’ K$ converges in the operator norm, and hence 
lim m--rm &,h+‘Kjg exists. Assertion (4) is then shown. 
(4) * (1): Trivial. 
(4) j (5): It is trivial to see that limj +,(K/A)‘g = 0 in Lp(flR, 2, cl). 
Because the series Cy=,A-jKjg converges in norm to a function in 
,!,p(Q, X, CL), we see that the limiting function will itself be finite a.e. (p). 
If we denote the partial sums of the Neumann series by s, := 
Cj”_aA-jKjg, we see that for almost every x E R the following inequalities 
hold: 
(4.11) 
m-rm ._ 
J-0 
The Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem indicates that the pointwise 
limit of s, exists a.e. (CL) and is a function in ,!/‘(a, X, CL), denoted by 
sup 5 A -jKjg. 
m j-0 
(4.12) 
We can conclude that as a function in L’(fi, 2, p), 
lim E A-jKjg = sup 2 A-jKjg, 
m--t- jco ?Tt j=O 
(44.13) 
and hence (K/A)jg -+ 0 in Lp(sl, 2, CL) as well as a.e. (p). These conclusions 
are also a consequence of the order-continuous norm properties of the Lp- 
norm, 1 Q p <m (cf., e.g., [l, p. 1781). 
(5) * (2): We employ a contradiction argument here. Suppose there is a 
significant k-component ‘8, p(8) 2 A, with representative B which has 
access from supp g. Let J, be the ideal of all functions in LP(R, C, IL) 
which are essentially zero on 0\ A, A := (supp g)_. Then we note that S, 
is K-invariant, and we define K, := PAKPA. We see that llK,,llsp > A. There is 
a positive integer N such that 
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Observe at this point that 
A-“P,K”g = A-“P,K;fg > A-“(PBK,,PB)“-NPBK;g. (4.14) 
Let +,* be the adjoint eigenfunction to PsKP, associated with p(8). Then 
we note that 
Because of (4.14) we see that the integral on the right-hand side of (4.15) is 
positive, since I,!$ can be identified with a positive linear form on Lp(flz, C, p) 
and is therefore positive a.e. (p) on B. Therefore A -“K”g * 0 in Lp(fiz, c, CL) 
as n + m. So (5) * (2). 
(2) * (3): Trivial. Indeed, th e a ge 1 b raic eigenspaces of K* associated with 
IlKlIsp and other distinguished eigenvalues of K have support at most on the 
sets described in Theorems III.1 and 111.2, as they are spanned by the basis 
so constructed in the proofs of these theorems. 
(3) * (2): This is the most interesting (and most difficult) portion of the 
proof. Let P = [21i : 1~ i Q N} be the collection of all basic components, and 
list the distinguished eigenvalues of K, not less than A, as IlKlIsp = A, > As > 
* * * > A, 2 A. Define now 
IIAl= fi {A;:%$I’}. (4.16) 
i=l 
We claim that g = 0 a.e. (p) on II,,. 
In order to see this, let us select i,, 1~ i, =ZG N, and consider I+!J~O so 
constructed in the proof to Theorem III.1 as to have support on A;. We have 
by hypothesis that 
/ P(4&) 44x)= 0; (4.17) 
A,; 
but, unfortunately, we cannot directly deduce that g 3 0 on Ai, because of 
the presence of sets EiO in Ai, where JI’o can be nonpositive. 
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Let m-(i,) be the height of 21i0. The construction of +‘o indicates that 
for 1= 1 2 , ,..*, m-(i,), 
(K* - IIKII,,I)l~io 
has support at most U j-l+1 j ,, m-(io)A (i ), where Aj(i,), 1 <j < m-(i,,), constitute 
a partitioning of Ai, as defined in (3.5). Moreover (K* - IlKll,,I>‘~“~ is 
positive a.e. (p) on Al+,(i,J. 
We first show that g = 0 on A,-Ci,,(i,) by considering the eigenelement 
(4.18) 
This vanishes on U jm,l(io)-r Aj(io), but is positive a.e. (p) on A,-CiO,(i,). So 
(3) forces g = 0 a.e. (/.L) on Am-Ciol(iO). 
Let us assume that we have shown g = 0 on U y!/$] A&i,), and consider 
A,(i,). The eigenelement 
(K* - llKll,,I)‘-l@’ (4.19) 
has support at most on U j=l m-(io) A,(i,), and is positive almost everywhere on 
A&i,). So (3) forces g = 0 a.e. (F) on A,(&,). In general, then, g = 0 a.e. (cc) 
on nh,. 
In order to treat A, < A, := IlKlIsp, we first assert that HA1 includes 
representatives of significant k-components B for which p(!?I) = A > A,, and 
representatives of some of the significant k-components ‘?I for which p(a) = 
A,. We note that nhl includes all of the representatives of the significant 
k-components ?.I for which p(2l) > As. In order to see this, we observe that if 
there were representatives A of ?I, ~(‘8) > A,, which were not in n,,, then 
the omitted ?.I with the largest spectral radius would have access only to 
itself or to those significant k-components with lesser spectral radius. By 
Proposition 111.1, p(a) would be a distinguished eigenvalue. A similar 
analysis can be applied to the others. 
Because A, is itself a distinguished eigenvalue, we know that “A1 cannot 
contain (the representatives 00 all of those significant k-components ‘?I for 
which @.I) = A,. This fact is a consequence of Proposition 111.1. Let us then 
enumerate the ha-components with representatives excluded from n,, as 
{ai : 1~ i Q N(A,)}. 
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Let us pick one such 21i,, 1~ i, < A&i,), and proceed to show that g E 0 
a.e. (IL) on the set 
B(i,):=A,o\(A,,nII,,). (4.20) 
What is crucial to note here is that the set 
(4.21) 
is a k*-closed subset of A;, and therefore B(i,) k-reduces A;. 
We recall the construction of +,lo,^ 2 for K* with support in Ai, as given 
by Theorem 111.2. Letting the As-height of Ai be m,(i,), we partition Ai, 
[cf., e.g., (3.18)] into subsets A$$&), A~(i,>; . ., A~,,ci,j(io) which respec- 
tively contain the subsets of Ai, having accessibility to Ai in precisely one 
As-step, two As-steps, etc. The construction of ~,!J;o”z proceeds first on 
Atz(i,>, then on At$i,>U A$$&>, and ultimately on lJ J"jfio)A$~(io). Because 
B(i,) k-reduces A;, we see that PB~i,~+~~~h2 is a generalized eigenelement to 
PBCiojK*PBCioj with eigenvalue A,. The fact that the spectral radius of this 
operator is A, will imply that its associated Riesz index is precisely 
max{j: p(A;2(io)f? B(i,))> O}, since the representatives of AZ-components 
in At$i,)n B(i,) are maximal there and have A, as the spectral radius. Our 
assertion is a consequence of the following needed positivity results required 
for showing that g s 0 a.e. (p) on A;. More precisely, we claim that the 
construction of $io,Az on Ai, implies 
pB(K*-~,I)“$~~3”2=0, Z=k,k+l;-., BcA\,z(i,)fxqi,); 
(4.22) 
PB(K*- A,I)k-‘$p,A2 > 0 a.e. (IL), ~cA\,z(i,)nB(i,). (4.23) 
In the Appendix, we show that (4.22) and (4.23) will be guaranteed 
by the properties of the operators Pr,Ci,j n s(iojK*Pri(io) n n(iO) and of 
P&io)n n(i,,~K*PA:2(io) n a(iO)’ The analysis is underpinned by the simple obser- 
vations that As-components in B(i,) have spectral radius A, and, of course, 
that B(i,) k-reduces A;. 
With (4.22) and (4.23) we see that, by reasoning similar to that for 
treating A,, item (3) forces g E 0 a.e. (CL) on AC, 1~ i. < MA,), p(%$= A,. 
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The proof that (3) * (2) for th e remaining distinguished eigenvalues is a 
repetition of the arguments just given. It is clear that 
(4.24) 
includes all the significant k-component representatives with spectral radius 
greater than or equal to A. If not, there would exist, by Proposition 111.1, a 
distinguished eigenvalue not equal to hi, i = 1,. . . ,m. This concludes the 
proof that (3) a (2). 
Equation (4.3) is easily seen, and the proof of our main result is complete. 
n 
APPENDIX 
The assertions (4.22) and (4.23) will follow ii-om the procedure indicated 
in either Theorem III.1 or III.2 for constructing $‘a on ?I;. Our conclusions 
rely heavily on the fact that B(i,) k-reduces A& and hence 
Ti( i,) C-J B( i,) k-reduces Ti( i,), Ti(i,) := lj A;+& 
j=l 
and 
A$z( ia) n B( i,) k-reduces A;z( i,), j=1,2,***,m&J). 
At this point, we recall that 
RT := Pr&K* - V)Prio,,), 
-* 
(‘4.1) 
(A.2) 
We can schematically represent RT and KT as matrices of operators via 
R; := 
RT(A;\%)) Qa: 
0 wwo)) 1 
(A4 
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ET := I qqyw) QKf I 0 1 KT(B(i,)) ’ (A.4) 
where 
KT (B( i,)) := PA:Z(io)n B(io)( K* - AzI)P+(io)n B(io)’ (A.71 
[The fact that we are considering the adjoint of K- A,1 accounts for the 
upper triangular representations in (A.3) and (A.41.1 The operators KT(B(Q) 
and KT(A,o\B(i,)> are given by (A.7) and (A.8) respectively when K* is 
substituted for K* - A,I. 
Because B(i,) k-reduces A;, we conclude from (2.2) that PA;\B(iOjKPB(iO) 
= 0 and hence 
(A.9) 
From (A.g), we see that PBCioj(K* - AzI)1@~@“2 satisfies (4.22) and (4.23) if 
we are able to show that: 
(I) the eigenvalue A, of KT(B(i,)) has Riesz index unity on the sub- 
space of functions in L~(R, 2, /L) with support at most B(iJn At2(iJ, for 
those i, 1 < i < m,(i,>, such that p(B(iO)n @(i,J) > 0; 
(2) PBCiO,hi satisfies 
[RT(B(io))]iPa(i,,hi = 0, (A.lO) 
where hi is constructed on T&i,) in the first part of the proof of Theorem 
III.2 (by a procedure discussed for the first part of Theorem 111.1); 
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(3) for those i, 1 d i Q m,(i,), such that ~.~(B(ia)n A:z(i,)) > 0, 
(4) PB~io~PA~2~i,#~~~A2 > 0 a.e. (CL) on B(i,)n A$:“(i,,). 
A perusal of the proof of the second half of Theorem III.1 will indicate 
that the positivity features of PBcioj(K* - A, I>‘~f~~“2 result when items (l)-(4) 
are true (cf., e.g., Theorem 1 of [12, pp. 497-5011 for the needed techniques), 
since the As-components in B(i,) have spectral radius A,, and are maximal 
in each nontrivial A;2(i0)r) Ni,). 
Item (1) is easy to see, since B(i,) contains only representatives of 
AZ-components with A, as the spectral radius and these representatives are 
maximal in each A;z(ie). Item (3) is a consequence of the fact that A;\B(i,) 
is a k*-closed subset of A;, and indicates that subsets of [A;\B(i,)l n 
A:“_i(i,,) are not accessed from subsets in B(i,)n A~z(i,,). 
We now proceed to show how the construction of $ioshz on TiCi,) and 
A~z(i,J leads to properties (1) and (2) on B(i,). We first consider Ap(i,,). 
The eigenvalue AZ of PA;2(io) K*PApcioj has Riesz index unity, since subsets of 
A?(&,> have access to Ai in only one step. So there is clearly h, with 
support in Ais for which 
K*h =o 11 . (A.ll) 
Define, now, 
hll ‘= PB(io)hl’ (A.12) 
(A.13) 
We claim that hi, > 0 a.e. (F) on Ay(i,)n B(i,). Indeed, the construction of 
h, on A?&) arises from solving the system of integral equations and using 
the fact that B(i,) k-reduces A;: 
E~(B(i,))h,, = 0 (A.14) 
and 
P- Ai,\B(io~PA:z(i,~K*hll +K:(Aio\B(i,))h~ = 0. (A.15) 
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Because of Proposition 111.2, we can choose h,, > 0 a.e. (p) on A:z(i,)n 
Hi,). Therefore P+CiO)n a(i ) JIi@*z > 0 a.e. (CL) on the set Ay(i,)n B(i,,). i 
Let us recall the procedure for extending hi to A2(i0) in showing part 
(1) of Theorem 111.2. The same procedure as in the nroof of the first part of 
Theorem III.1 indicates that ha, with support in 
ily satisfies 
A;&,> u A”z”GJ, - necessar- 
(R;)1+‘“2(iO)h2 = 0, (~.i6) 
where m,(i,j is the Riesz index of P~~Cio~K*P~~Cio). We let P&$(Jz, := @a 
and ‘Atz(i,,) 2 h := h,. In the construction of h,, we must solve for @a via 
m&J 
(KZ) 
‘+ srzo+,z + ,& (K;)lQT (KT)mzoO)- ‘h, = 0 (A.17) 
and 
(ET) l+dQhl = o. (A.18) 
Because PA+.(iojK*PA+(io) has A, as an eigenvalue with Riesz index unity, 
(A.18) becomes (A. 11). Therefore (A.17) above becomes 
(C> l+mz(iQ)~z + (K;)m2(io)Q$ = 0, (A.19) 
which is solvable for @a, since the Riesz index of A, as an eigenvalue of 
PAA+!(~,~K*PA+(~,) is m,(i,). To @‘2 we can add a scalar multiple of the solution 
‘l’a to the homogeneous version of (A.19), and we summarize our construc- 
tion of h, by 
PA$(i,,h, := $_ + Uq2, PAiz(io)h2 = h 1. (A.20) 
We next proceed to show that PBCi,)qa can be chosen positive a.e. (IL) on 
A$(i,)n B(i,) while satisfying 
K~(B(iCl))PB(io)q.Z200. (A.21) 
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[R*z(B(iO))12PB(io)h2 = O’ (A.22) 
In order to carry out this analysis, we let 
y21 ‘= pB(io)y2 ) y22 ‘= p*~\B(io)y,2 ’ (A.23) 
We first consider (A.21), and use the fact that B(i,) is a k-closed subset 
of Ai, to conclude from 
that 
[~xwo))] l+ m4(4y21 = o. (A.25) 
(A.24) 
Since the Riesz index of A, as an eigenvalue of Kz(B(i,)) is unity [as 
representatives of As-components are maximal in A\z”(i,,>n B(i,) with spec- 
tral radius A,], qZ, solves 
[~~(B(43))]~21 =O (A.26) 
with ‘PZ, > 0 a.e. (~1 on A",zG,)n B(i,). 
In order to deduce (A.22), we note that (R~)l+mz(io)ha = 0 leads necessar- 
ily to 
We project the components of h, in (A.20) onto B&J by defining 
pB(io)( *2 + ay2.) = @21+ ay21. (A.28) 
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The decomposition of R*,(B(i,)) and (A.27) show that @si + Us’,, solves 
[wwo))] 1+m2(i0)[~21 + ~PP~~I + [K~(B(~~))]~“~‘)QT(B(~~))~~~ = o, 
(A.29) 
where 
QT (B( i,>) := Ps(i,)QTPB(io). (A.30) 
Because the Riesz index of As as an eigenvalue of Kz(B(I,)) is one, we see 
that @s, solves 
With (A.14), we see that the assertion (A.22) is true. 
For the inductive step, we decompose h,+i constructed in the proof of 
part (1) of Theorem III.2 in the following manner: 
By construction, hi+1 solves 
(RT+d l+ Z+-km&)hi+l = 0, (A.31) 
where m&i,) is the Riesz index A, as an eigenvalue of PA:ZCioJK*PA+Cioj. The 
induction step is straightforward and consists in showing that 
[RT+,(B(4d)] i+lPe(i,Jhi+l = 0 (A.32) 
and that 
(A.33) 
With pB(io)qi + 1 chosen positive on A~:I(io)n B(i,) a.e. (CL). The asserted 
properties of PBciojqi + 1 follow from the fact that A, has Riesz index one as an 
eigenvalue to KT+ ,(B(i,)), as the AZ-components are maximal in A'):l(io)n 
B(i,) and have spectral radius precisely A, itself. 
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In order to deduce (A.32) we see that [RT+l]lf~:i’:mr(io)hi+l = 0 necessar- 
ily implies that 
(A.34) 
as ~~+,(i,)n R(i,) k-reduces T,+,(i,). Next, using the decomposition of 
RT+,(B(i,)) in terms of RT(B(i,)) and KT+,(B(i,,)), given by (3.71, (3.8), and 
(3.11), we have by the induction hypothesis that 
(A.35) 
to conclude 
[C+l(B(io))] 
1+ i + E~+~(nq(i,)- 1) 
‘B(i,)@i + 1 
E~+_:m,(i,) 
+ c [KT,l(B(i,))]l’Q~~l(B(I,)) 
I’= 1 +E:f+~[m~(i,)- 11 
* [RT (B( i,))] r’t:ml(io)-z’p~(io,hi 
= 0. (A.36) 
Here, 
Q?(B(id) := PAzI(iO)n B(io)K*PTi(io)n B(i )’ (A.37) 
Because A, has Riesz index unity as an eigenvalue of Ky+i,(B(i,)), we see 
that (A.35) implies 
I 
+ lFl [KT,~(B(i~))]zQT,~(B(i~))[RT(B(i~))Ii-zP,(iu~~i=0~ 
(A.38) 
Equations (A.351 and (A.38) imply (A.32). 
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